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J_ HE following conjectures concerning the Analogy obser-
ved in the formation of some of the Tenses of the Greek Verb
seem worthy of farther inquiry; for, if well founded, they
may be useful towards establishing juster rules for the forma-
tion of the Tenses in some instances; and, particularly, they
will account for certain forms of the Verb in HOMER and H E -

SIOD, which, being apparent violations of the usual analogy,
have perplexed the grammarians, and reduced them to the
necessity of assuming imaginary new Presents, without autho-
rity, and for no other reason, but to account for such anoma-
lous forms.

1. The Perfect Middle has not a middle signification ; see
KUSTER de Voce Media, sect. i. Its form, too, is active; and
therefore it probably belongs to the Active Voice, which, on
this supposition, becomes more regular and uniform, having
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a double Preterite, as well as a double Future and Aorist.
Thus,

7V<L<i) iTwd/Ci TiTVCpDC 1 .

x. x ret.

It is no objection to this account, that the second Preterite
may sometimes be found in a middle signification ; for active
verbs in all languages are sometimes used as middle, the reci-
procal pronoun being conceived, though not expressed. Thus
f/ATufiuyku in Greek, accingo in Latin, prepare in English :
omnes accingunt operi,—they all prepare (themselves) for the
work.

2. o in the second Preterite, or Preterite middle, uniformly
arises from i in the Present, and from nothing else.

XeXoyu—(B

\z~hoiita.—ireSu,

That <p0etg&>, pugu, kye^u, and other such verbs having a li-
quid before a>, m a k e l<pdogu,t ptfAogct., hyogu, and no t {Aspotgu,
itpdotgu, hyot^a., &c. is no exception from the rule. For al]
such verbs probably had of old not ei, but t only, in the pe-
nult. Thus <p6etgu seems to have been of old <p0tppay whence
the old or iEolic Future (pfogcra. So peigu was pippa, whence
psgog pars; and the old or iEolic form uytppu is still to be
found. In like manner, fiefioXa, seems, as Dr MOOR has ob-
served, to be formed, not from /3«xx<y, but from the old verb

, whence /3eXo? jaculum.

3. Although the 1st Preterite, or Perfect active, generally
follows the analogy of the 1st Future, yet it sometimes, too,
observes that of the 2d. Thus,
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i {not iffrzkKa, from <rrsXw 1. Fut.a makes < „
t but nrruXxa irom o-raXw 2. .£ ut.

In the same manner, TUVU, XTSIVU, xetgu, ffiragu, &c. &c.

4. On the other hand, although the 2d Preterite, or Perfect
middle, generally follows the analogy of the 2d Future, yet it
sometimes, too, observes that of the 1st. Thus,

™ l Snot srrrihu, from crruXu % Fut.makes \ ,
t but go-ToXa from <rrgX» 1. l u t .

In t h e same m a n n e r , rg<iw, xrg<ya), xâ <y, <nreigut &c.

Nay, from g in the penult, there often arises o in the 1 st
Preterite, or Perfect active. Thus, Ksnopipa., XsXofcu, xsxXoipa,
ietioiKUy from -xiimw, Xgys>, XKSTTU^ 5g/&«, &c. And this seems
of old to have been still more frequent, and to have extended
also to the Passive voice. Thus, ftspogOcti, ve*og0at, in the old
or iEolic dialect from psppu (i. e. peigu) and vegOu-

5. In the same manner, although the 1st Aorist generally
follows the analogy of the 1st Future, yet it also seems, parti-
cularly in the more early periods of the language, to have
sometimes followed that of the 2d Future. Thus, -^u, ixiU—"
SO u-Tra, riviyxa, or riveota, uAiuuftsvog, Ixqct, &C.

Since, then, there are in the Greek Verb two Futures, and
two Preterites, each of which Preterites follows the analogy of
either Future ; and, since there are two Aorists, and that the
1 st Aorist also follows the analogy of either Future,—query,—
Would it not, from these facts, he rather probable than other-
wise, that the 2d Aorist should also follow the analogy ot"
either Future; that, as from TWKU there is formed giwov, so
from rv^u there should be formed Irv^ov ? and, if this were

admitted,
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admitted, would it not account for such words as xuru@noso,
idvtrsrO) Xsfso, ogcrio, ours, ourera), afe—ra>, &C, which have SO

much perplexed the celebrated Dr CLARKE, (see Notes on
Iliad, B. 35. E. 109.; I. 613.) in a manner more satisfactory
than is done by the arbitrary method of imagining new
Presents in —<r«>, from which these forms may be deduced :
For it is only to account for such anomalous forms that these
new Presents have been imagined; and the grammarians would
no doubt have assumed imaginary new Presents also, to ac-
count for such 1st Aorists, as i^su, ix^u, if, by so doing, these
aorists could have been reduced to the usual analogy.

Now this supposition, namely, that the 2d Aorist, as well as
the 1st, follows the analogy of either Future, which is thus ren-
dered in some degree probable, has actually taken place, at
least in some instances. Thus the compounds of repw,

rfrom the 1st Future uvorepu has in
airorepva -\ the 2d Aor. Part. cczoreft.aiv, as well

L as from the 2d Fut. kiroruftu, uirorufhuv.

So i%6v, they came, // . 23. v. 38.; xunfirio-ero, II. 24. v. 191.,
both of which follow the analogy of the first Futures, viz. ;fs/
(from Ixu venio) and xuru@iio-oft.en. And every person acquaint-
ed with the elements of Greek is aware, that, as ft,eva is the
primary form, whence, by the common reduplication, arises,
first, ft.tft.evv, and then, dropping the short s, by what the
grammarians call syncope, ft,tf*,vu, and as yiva is the primary
form, from whence, in like manner, is derived ytym (Latin
gigno) and ytyvoput: so vsra is the primary form, which, by
like reduplication and syncope, gave birth to KITTM, cado,
from which primary form wgr», making in the first Future
ffe(r», there is formed the second Aor. Iveo-ov in common use;
which, in so far, both illustrates and confirms the foregoing
hypothesis.

The
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THE foregoing paper was written about thirty years ago, be-
fore either VILLOISON'S or HEYNE'S editions of the Iliad were
published. It may not be improper, however, to subjoin some
facts contained in these two celebrated editions, together with
a few observations, suggested by these facts, and tending to
confirm the opinion which 1 had been previously led to form,
of those anomalous flexions of the Greek Verb.

From the ancient Scholia, quoted by HEYNE' in his obser-
vations on the various readings of the Iliad, and from the large
volume of Scholia published by VILLOISON, (as well as from
those contained in BARNES'S edition of the Poems of HOMER,

published in 1711), it seems to be clearly established, that, in
the days of the PTOLEMYS, this form of the 2d Aorist, follow-
ing the analogy of the 1st Future, was more frequent in the
writings of HOMER, than that of the 1st Aorist, formed upon
the analogy of the same Future ; and that it was the reading
received and approved by the most eminent of the Alexan-
drian grammarians, by ZENODOTUS, the keeper of the Alexan-
drian Library, and by ARISTARCHUS himself.

While, however, the Greek scholiasts have recorded these
as the ancient and genuine forms used by HOMER, they have,
I suspect, greatly erred in their manner of accounting for
them. After the lapse of so many centuries, these Homeric
forms had, in a great measure, become obsolete *, and the
other form, that of the 1st Aorist, had come into general use ;
and those grammarians could devise no other method of ac-

counting

* One instance, however, of this ancient Homeric 2d Aorist occurs in THEO-

CRITUS, and another in CALLIMACHUS ; and, perhaps, by an attentive observer,
more might be found.
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counting for these old and now obsolete forms, but by imagin-
ing new Presents in —<ra, of which they supposed these forms
to be the regular Imperfects. This manner of solving the dif-
ficulty has been implicitly followed by EUSTATHIUS, in his
Greek Commentary on the Poems of HOMER, and (I am sorry
to be obliged to add) by my late invaluable friend Lord MON-
BODDO ; of whom, and of the dies Attici, now long gone by, in
which I enjoyed his learned and elegant society, I never can
think but with an indescribable feeling of satisfaction and re-
gret.

If, however, we acquiesce in this solution of the difficulty,
we must be content to abate somewhat of our admiration of
the Greek language, which has been heretofore held to ex-
press, with the utmost clearness and precision, all the various
and diversified conceptions of the human mind, even to their
minutest shades of difference. Indeed, that the Greeks, or
any enlightened people, should employ those forms of their
Verbs as Presents, which were familiar to every ear as appro-
priate expressions of the Future, or, as EUSTATHIUS often ex-
presses it, should draw back the Future to express the Present,
is, when duly considered, a supposition in itself so unreason-
able, not to say absurd, that it would require better and more
conclusive evidence to support it, than has yet been produced.
Besides, where was the necessity of such an innovation ? what
advantage was to be gained by i t? The original Presents re-
mained in common use. Why then employ the Futures, hvcropui
and l%ou,tx,t, E. G. as Presents, when Jt»a> and Suô a*, and Ixu
and izofAKi, present forms in common use, would answer the
same purpose ?

There is still another consideration, to which due weight
ought to be given. There is no evidence whatever, that those

Present-
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Present-Futures, ox future-Presents, in —<ru and—tropui, ever
existed. They are not to be found in the Poems of HOMER

or HESIOD. They are not to be found in the Greek authors
posterior to HOMER and HESIOD ; and of Greek authors prior
to the age of HOMER and HESIOD we know absolutely no-
thing.

From these considerations it seems to be evident, that the
existence of these Future-Presents is merely a gratuitous as-
sumption of grammarians, to account for the Homeric forms
fino-sro, foffiro, &c. which they could in no other way reduce
to any known analogy of formation.

This, however, the learned Dr CLARKE had too much acute-
ness and good sense to admit; and, accordingly, we find him
regarding these Presents as altogether fictitious. His words on
the passage '€1$ ago. (pa>vj]<rag, ave@ti<ra,To Iliad, II . 35. are
these : " Editi plurimi habent airs^a-eTo, a verbo^cfo
" fta/." And, to obviate the difficulty, he changes
here into kTti$n<ra.ro •, and, when fi?is-iro, or any of its com-
pounds, occurs, his general practice is to substitute the form
of the 1st Aorist, (Zqcraro. But, even if it would remove the
difficulty, this change is unauthorised. The other form in
—ito is attested as genuine by the Alexandrian grammarians,
is supported by the Greek scholiasts, by the ancient MSS. of
the highest authority, and by the early editions. In VILLOI-

SON'S edition of the Iliad, which bears to be an exact tran-
script of a MS. of the tenth century, in tthe Library of St
Mark at Venice, the form is uniformly —sro, except in a
single instance, and in that one instance, I suspect —uro to be
an error of the press.

Dr CLARKE, however, soon finds that this change of ero
into —aro, violent and unauthorised as it is, will not remove

VOL. ix. p. II. 3 Q the
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the difficulty. In the address of DIOMEDE to STHENELUS, he
meets with the Imperative, xKrufoio-io,

O^iro, ittttov, KuTuvttietfrri, narufttiirto &<pg«. Iliad, v. 109.

which he attempts to account for in this manner: " Videtur
" mihi Imperativus ex Juturo deductus, licet id non agnoscant
" Grammatici; errareque eos, qui verbum hie in praesenti fin-
" gunt xctrccfirio-ofjtMu Quanquam, analogic haud dissimili, per-
" saepe usurpare visus est HOMERUS verbum dvo-oput, dwio,
" gJuo-gro," &c Nothing can show more strongly the difficul-
ty which Dr CLARKE must have felt in accounting for these
forms, than that he is here obliged to have recourse to another
gratuitous assumption of an Imperative of the Future, a thing
unheard of before j and almost to admit dvo-opui as a Present,
from which to deduce idwrero as an imperfect. The fact is,
that he found the authorities in favour of lwiro and itvinro,
to be so numerous, and of such weight, that he did not ven-
ture, in these examples, to change —tro into —arc

Afterwards, however, he found himself obliged to abandon
this hypothesis of an Imperative of the Future, as well as his
original position, that these new Presents in —<ru and —ropou
are imaginary ; and he appears at last (he or his son, it is un-
certain which) to adopt, in its full extent, the explanation gi-
ven by EUSTATHIUS. That commentator, whose remarks
would have been invaluable, had his taste and judgment been
equal to his means of information, if 1 rightly understand him,
has this observation on v. 154. of the 20th Book of the Odys-
sey : " 'OICT&TS is sanctioned by a poetic rule of formation
" (voivrixoos zmovtfyrai) as the imperfect of the verb oi<ru, the
" Future having retrograded into a Present. For of OKTU the
" Imperfect is ottrov, the 3d person ours, the Imperative the
" same in sound, also o«rg, of which the plural is oHrere."

Dr
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Dr CLARKE or his son adds in continuation: " Atque analogic
** quideni haud dissimili saepe usurpare videtur poeta verba

&c. Vide autem ad //. u 109. •-"« L ^ « , / 3 W « , Pn'tro, &c. Vide autem ad / / , ;
( w h e n e v e r , he reprobates the hypothec of these new
Presents in -<r^««.) " Occurrit eadem vox (viz. «,««) //•

Idll 48 Porro
Presents in —wpai.) " Uccurnt eauexu yuA v — ......j

« V 103. o. 718. et apud THEOCRITUM, Idyll, xxiv. 48. Porro
« fuerunt, teste BARNESK>, qui i*n ubique legendum statue-
« runt, sed nullo profectu. Nam, uti ipse anno at, occurrt
« apud HOMERUM &n in Imperative, numero singular!, ubi isti
u lendationi locus nullus est, &c. et apud CA^IMACHUM,

All the attempts, however, to account for these forms in
particular Verbs are partial and unsatisfactory As the facts
T b e accounted for are all similar, the true solution must be
£ U and such as will embrace them all. Whether die me-
fhod which I have ventured to suggest be of this description,
does not belong to me to determine. It possesses at least this
fnd ip lab le requisite, that it accounts for all the phenomena

'"iTwould be tedious and tiresome to enter on a particular
examination of every individual verb of the kind which we are
considering. It may not be improper, however, to select one
example for the purpose of illustration.

There are not many verbs of more frequent occurrence m
HOMER than I*» venio in one or other of its parts. It is
found in the present:

Erf., (e Cypro) h «, >«*o rof IKfl "V™™""-
\Ju. g . 444-

and the Future i?.p« occurs once in HESIOD, and ten or
^elve times in HOME* , and, in not one of these .nstances
can it by any sephistry be tortured into a p m ^ , or forced
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into an expression of present time, in the sense in which pre-
sent time is generally understood. I shall note the places of

occurrence, that any person may, if he chuses, examine them,
and judge for himself. They are these: Hesiod. Op. et Dies,
u. '477.; II. a. 240.; £. 363, 502.; x. 182.; o. 505.; •}. 47.;
u. 728. Od. 1. 515.; 6. 198.; *. 276.

'l%oy,u(, the Future of »*», then, must be decidedly excluded
from the catalogue of new Presnts, devised by the Greek Scho-
liasts to account for the supposed Imperfects, so frequent in
HOMER. And yet a new Present \\u, is equally necessary in
this, as in any other verb of the kind, to account for l%o», they
came, the past tense, formed upon the analogy of the first Fu-
ture ; which, though not noticed either by Dr CLARKE, or by
HEYNE", is no less frequent in HOMER than the Future itself.
Thus,

'AM.' ors &? Tgoiqv I S O N , vorctfAw <ri p'eovre. II. t.

At quando jam Trojam \EHEVivsr,Jluviosque labentes.

See also, //. a. 470.; f. 433.; <p. 1.; «. 692. Od. 7. 5,31,495.;
*. 1.; i. 194. Hymn, in APOLL. 411. 438. 230. 278.

Nor is there a single unequivocal example of the 1st Aorist
of this verb to be found in the poems either of HOMER or of
HESIOD, except one, viz. <|aj, which occurs in the Hymn to
APOLLO, V. 223. In that same Hymn, however, there are no
fewer than four examples of the form in -ov (i%ov), and ano-
ther still in the Hymn to MERCURY, V. 398.

This instance of l%ov, so frequent in HOMER, may therefore
be fairly admitted to be, in the language of the celebrated BA-
CON, an instantia crucis, clearly pointing out the true method
of accounting for all the other Homeric Forms of the same de-
scription. If so, there will be no longer any necessity for the

gratuitous
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gratuitous assumption of new Presents in -eu and -<ropui,
to account for these forms, nor for supposing, with Dr CLARKE,

that xxrufirio-eo is an imperative of the Future; nor for chan-
ging, as he has generally done, the 2d Aorists fino-tro, xura-
fininro, &c. into regular first Aorists in -uro. We ought ra-
ther to restore the Homeric 2d Aorists in -tro, recognised as
the genuine readings by the Grammarians of Alexandria, and
the Greek Scholiasts, and confirmed by the ancient MSS. of
highest authority, and the early editions.

If the view which I have ventured to give of these Home-
ric Forms in -sra be well founded, it will hardly be neces-
sary to notice the canon of criticism attempted to be establish-
en by the learned HEYNE', in his voluminous edition of the
Iliad, as to -tro and -uro, and the reasons for preferring
the one to the other in particular passages. See his 4th
vol. p. 506. Of the futility of that attempt, every classical
scholar, who will read with sufficient attention the last seventeen
verses of the 3d book of the Odyssey, will be fully convinced.
The learned German has adopted, without scruple or hesita-
tion, the explanation of these Homeric Forms given by the
Greek scholiasts; and, in allusion, I presume, to the difficulty
felt by Dr CLARKE, in admitting the existence of new Presents
in -trv and -o-oput, he states his opinion, and the grounds
of it, with decisive confidence, in the following words : " £sse
" autem talem formam praesentis fincrcyMi dubitari nequit; nam
" est V. C. 0. 105. AXX' ay Ifjum o^sui/ im(Bri<rEO," p. 506. v. 4.
And on B. v. 35. he makes the following remark, not quite
consistent with itself: " Quid hoc loco intersit, non video •
" nisi quod uvsfiri<rero antiquioris vocis speciem habet: nova for-
" ma subnata, ut St><ro//.a/, Ihvcro^v, et alia." How the nova

forma should have antiquioris vocis speciem, I do not clearly
comprehend. But a gleam of truth will sometimes burst
through the darkness of inveterate prejudice.




